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Since the advent of steam engines and higher throughput railways during the
early nineteenth century, the rate of development has been rather steady and
incremental. The development of advanced electronic control and command
systems, increasing levels of automation, and electrified high-speed railways
over the past few decades have transformed the rail transportation posing it as a
competitor to aviation. Modern railways are no longer the sole forte of civil and
mechanical engineering and involve a broad multidisciplinary engineering
disciplines from advanced computing, telecommunications, and networking to big
data analytics and even AI. This volume addresses the diverse, evolving, and
advanced engineering disciplines including enabling practices and processes
involved in shaping modern railways.
The 28th EG-ICE International Workshop 2021 brings together international
experts working at the interface between advanced computing and modern
engineering challenges. Many engineering tasks require open-world resolutions
to support multi-actor collaboration, coping with approximate models, providing
effective engineer-computer interaction, search in multi-dimensional solution
spaces, accommodating uncertainty, including specialist domain knowledge,
performing sensor-data interpretation and dealing with incomplete knowledge.
While results from computer science provide much initial support for resolution,
adaptation is unavoidable and most importantly, feedback from addressing
engineering challenges drives fundamental computer-science research.
Competence and knowledge transfer goes both ways. Der 28. Internationale EGICE Workshop 2021 bringt internationale Experten zusammen, die an der
Schnittstelle zwischen fortgeschrittener Datenverarbeitung und modernen
technischen Herausforderungen arbeiten. Viele ingenieurwissenschaftliche
Aufgaben erfordern Open-World-Resolutionen, um die Zusammenarbeit
mehrerer Akteure zu unterstützen, mit approximativen Modellen umzugehen,
eine effektive Interaktion zwischen Ingenieur und Computer zu ermöglichen, in
mehrdimensionalen Lösungsräumen zu suchen, Unsicherheiten zu
berücksichtigen, einschließlich fachspezifischen Domänenwissens,
Sensordateninterpretation durchzuführen und mit unvollständigem Wissen
umzugehen. Während die Ergebnisse aus der Informatik anfänglich viel
Unterstützung für die Lösung bieten, ist eine Anpassung unvermeidlich, und am
wichtigsten ist, dass das Feedback aus der Bewältigung technischer
Herausforderungen die computer-wissenschaftliche Grundlagenforschung
vorantreibt. Kompetenz und Wissenstransfer gehen in beide Richtungen.
These conference proceedings update the use of computer-based techniques,
promoting their general awareness throughout the business management,
design, manufacture and operation of railways and other advanced passenger,
freight and transport systems.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International
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Conference on Model and Data Engineering, MEDI 2017, held in Barcelona,
Spain, in October 2017. The 20 full papers and 7 short papers presented
together with 2 invited talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 69
submissions. The papers are organized in topical sections on domain specific
languages; systems and software assessments; modeling and formal methods;
data engineering; data exploration and exp loitation; modeling heterogeneity and
behavior; model-based applications; and ontology-based applications.
The rail-based transit system is a popular public transportation option, not just
with members of the public but also with policy makers looking to install a form of
convenient and rapid travel. Even for moving bulk freight long distances, a railbased system is the most sustainable transportation system currently available.
The Handbook of Research on Emerging Innovations in Rail Transportation
Engineering presents the latest research on next-generation public transportation
infrastructures. Emphasizing a diverse set of topics related to rail-based
transportation such as funding issues, policy design, traffic planning and
forecasting, and engineering solutions, this comprehensive publication is an
essential resource for transportation planners, engineers, policymakers, and
graduate-level engineering students interested in uncovering research-based
solutions, recommendations, and examples of modern rail transportation
systems.
Introduction to RF Power Amplifier Design and Simulation fills a gap in the
existing literature by providing step-by-step guidance for the design of radio
frequency (RF) power amplifiers, from analytical formulation to simulation,
implementation, and measurement. Featuring numerous illustrations and
examples of real-world engineering applications, this book: Gives an overview of
intermodulation and elaborates on the difference between linear and nonlinear
amplifiers Describes the high-frequency model and transient characteristics of
metal–oxide–semiconductor field-effect transistors Details active device modeling
techniques for transistors and parasitic extraction methods for active devices
Explores network and scattering parameters, resonators, matching networks, and
tools such as the Smith chart Covers power-sensing devices including four-port
directional couplers and new types of reflectometers Presents RF filter designs
for power amplifiers as well as application examples of special filter types
Demonstrates the use of computer-aided design (CAD) tools, implementing
systematic design techniques Blending theory with practice, Introduction to RF
Power Amplifier Design and Simulation supplies engineers, researchers, and
RF/microwave engineering students with a valuable resource for the creation of
efficient, better-performing, low-profile, high-power RF amplifiers.
Includes the Report of the Mississippi River Commission, 1881-19 .
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed papers of the workshops held at
the 9th International Conference on New Trends in Model and Data Engineering,
MEDI 2019, in Toulouse, France, in October 2019. The 12 full and the three short
workshop papers presented together with one invited paper were carefully
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reviewed and selected from 35 submissions. The papers are organized according
to the 3 workshops: Workshop on Modeling, Verification and Testing of
Dependable Critical systems, DETECT 2019, Workshop on Data Science for
Social Good in Africa, DSSGA 2019, and Workshop on Security and Privacy in
Models and Data, TRIDENT 2019.
Human errors, as well as deliberate sabotage, pose a considerable danger to
passengers riding on the modern railways and have created disastrous
consequences. To protect civilians against both intentional and unintentional
threats, rail transportation has become increasingly automated. Railway Safety,
Reliability, and Security: Technologies and Systems Engineering provides
engineering students and professionals with a collection of state-of-the-art
methodological and technological notions to support the development and
certification of ‘real-time safety-critical’ railway control systems, as well as the
protection of rail transportation infrastructures.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th European Workshop
on Computer Performance Engineering, EPEW 2015, held in Madrid, Spain, in
August/September 2015. The 19 papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 39 submissions. They were organized in topical
sections named: applications; modelling techniques, software performance, and
simulation techniques.
This book constitutes the revised selected papers of the collocated workshops of
the 11th International Conference on Software Engineering and Formal Methods,
SEFM 2013, held in Madrid, Spain, in September 2013. The conference hosted 5
workshops: The Second International Workshop on Behavioural Types (BEAT2).
The aim was to pursue research topics in the use of behavioural type theory as
the basis for new foundations, programming languages and software
development methods for communication-intensive distributed systems. The
Third Workshop on Formal Methods in the Development of Software (WSFMDS). The aim was to bring together scientists and practitioners active in the
area of formal methods and interested in exchanging their experiences in the
industrial usage of these methods. The Workshop on a Formal Methods Body of
Knowledge for Railway Control and Safety Systems (FM-RAIL-BOK). In many
engineering-based application areas such as in the railway domain, formal
methods have reached a level of maturity that already enables the compilation of
a so-called body of knowledge. The Second International Symposium on
Modelling and Knowledge Management for Sustainable Development
(MoKMaSD). The aim was to bring together researchers and practitioner from
academia, industry, government and non-government organisations to present
research results and exchange experience, ideas and solutions for modelling and
analysing complex systems. In particular in areas including economy,
governance, health, biology, ecology, climate and poverty reduction. The 7th
International Workshop on Foundations and Techniques for Open Source
Software Certification (Open Cert). The aim was to bring together researchers
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from Academia and Industry interested in the quality assessment of OSS
projects, as well as the metrics, procedures and tools used in OSS communities
and for the measurement and assessment of OSS quality.
As perhaps the most promising of all the renewable energy sources available
today, solar energy is becoming increasingly important in the drive to achieve
energy independence and climate balance. This new book is the masterwork
from world-renowned expert Dr. Soteris Kalogirou, who has championed solar
energy for decades. The book includes all areas of solar energy engineering,
from the fundamentals to the highest level of current research. The author
includes pivotal subjects such as solar collectors, solar water heating, solar
space heating and cooling, industrial process heat, solar desalination,
photovoltaics, solar thermal power systems, and modeling of solar systems,
including the use of artificial intelligence systems in solar energy systems,
modeling and performance prediction. *Written by one of the world's most
renowned experts in solar energy *Covers the hottest new developments in solar
technology, such as solar cooling and desalination *Packed with quick look up
tables and schematic diagrams for the most commonly used systems today'
It is important to continue to update the use of advanced systems by promoting
general awareness throughout the management, design, manufacture and
operation of railways and other emerging passenger, freight and transit systems.
Originating from presentations at the 17th International Conference on Railway
Engineering Design and Operation, this volume contains selected research works
on the topic. The included papers help to facilitate the use of advanced systems
and place a key focus on the applications of computer systems in advanced
railway engineering. These research studies will be of interest to all those
involved in the development of railways, including managers, consultants, railway
engineers, designers of advanced train control systems and computer specialists.
ETCS for EngineersETCS for EngineersHandbook of Research on Emerging
Innovations in Rail Transportation EngineeringIGI Global
The International Conference on Industrial Engineering and Engineering Management is
sponsored by the Chinese Industrial Engineering Institution, CMES, which is the only nationallevel academic society for Industrial Engineering. The conference is held annually as the major
event in this arena. Being the largest and the most authoritative international academic
conference held in China, it provides an academic platform for experts and entrepreneurs in
the areas of international industrial engineering and management to exchange their research
findings. Many experts in various fields from China and around the world gather together at the
conference to review, exchange, summarize and promote their achievements in the fields of
industrial engineering and engineering management. For example, some experts pay special
attention to the current state of the application of related techniques in China as well as their
future prospects, such as green product design, quality control and management, supply chain
and logistics management to address the need for, amongst other things low-carbon, energysaving and emission-reduction. They also offer opinions on the outlook for the development of
related techniques. The proceedings offers impressive methods and concrete applications for
experts from colleges and universities, research institutions and enterprises who are engaged
in theoretical research into industrial engineering and engineering management and its
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applications. As all the papers are of great value from both an academic and a practical point
of view, they also provide research data for international scholars who are investigating
Chinese style enterprises and engineering management.
This book presents a bibliographical review of the use of Bayesian networks in reliability over
the last decade. Bayesian network (BN) is considered to be one of the most powerful models in
probabilistic knowledge representation and inference, and it is increasingly used in the field of
reliability. After focusing on the engineering systems, the book subsequently discusses twelve
important issues in the BN-based reliability methodologies, such as BN structure modeling, BN
parameter modeling, BN inference, validation, and verification. As such, it is a valuable
resource for researchers and practitioners in the field of reliability engineering.
Magnetic resonance imaging, semiconductor processing, and RFID are some of the critical
applications within the medium frequency (MF) to ultrahigh frequency (UHF) range that require
RF designers to have a solid understanding of analytical and experimental RF techniques.
Designers need to be able to design components and devices cost effectively, and integrate
them with high efficiency, minimal loss, and required power. Computer-aided design (CAD)
tools also play an important part in helping to reduce costs and improve accuracy through
optimization. RF Circuit Design Techniques for MF-UHF Applications explains how to design,
simulate, and implement RF/microwave components and devices for applications within the
medium frequency (MF) to ultrahigh frequency (UHF) range. The book makes RF design
simple by expertly blending theory, simulation, and practical application examples. A Practical
Guide to RF Circuit Design in the MF-UHF Range: Theory, Simulation, and Real-World
Application Examples After a review of network parameters used in the analysis of RF
components and devices, the book examines MF-UHF design techniques in detail. These
include techniques for designing high-power microstrip circuits, directional couplers,
transformers, composite and multilayer inductors, filters, combiners/dividers, and RFID
systems. For every device, the book gives the required theory and then explains the
verification process with CAD tools. In addition, each design is illustrated with real-life
implementation examples that use a variety of CAD tools such as MATLAB®, Mathcad,
HFSSTM, Ansoft Designer®, Sonnet®, and PSpice®. Design tables, curves, and charts are
included to demonstrate an efficient design process. Throughout, the book also offers practical
hints to help engineers shorten the design time. Design MF-UHF Devices More CostEffectively The book reflects the optimum design methodology used in RF engineering, from
the application of theory, to simulation for verification, to experimentation. Packed with useful
techniques, tips, and examples, it is an invaluable resource for engineers, researchers, and
students working in the MF-UHF range.
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed papers of the workshops held at the 8th
International Conference on New Trends in Model and Data Engineering, MEDI 2018, in
Marrakesh, Morocco, in October 2018. The 19 full and the one short workshop papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 50 submissions. The papers are organized according to
the 4 workshops: International Workshop on Modeling, Verification and Testing of Dependable
Critical Systems, DETECT 2018, Model and Data Engineering for Social Good Workshop,
MEDI4SG 2018, Second International Workshop on Cybersecurity and Functional Safety in
Cyber-Physical Systems, IWCFS 2018, International Workshop on Formal Model for Mastering
Multifaceted Systems, REMEDY 2018.
"ISSN=(on-line) 1743-3509" -- T.p. verso.
The Handbook of RAMS in Railway Systems: Theory and Practice addresses the complexity in
today's railway systems, which use computers and electromechanical components to increase
efficiency while ensuring a high level of safety. RAM (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability)
addresses the specifications and standards that manufacturers and operators have to meet.
Modeling, implementation, and assessment of RAM and safety requires the integration of
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railway engineering systems; mathematical and statistical methods; standards compliance; and
financial/economic factors. This Handbook brings together a group of experts to present RAM
and safety in a modern, comprehensive manner.
This book presents papers on various problems of dependability in computer systems and
networks that were discussed at the 14th DepCoS-RELCOMEX conference, in Brunów,
Poland, from 1st to 5th July 2019. Discussing new ideas, research results and developments in
the design, implementation, maintenance and analysis of complex computer systems, it is of
interest to researchers and practitioners who are dealing with dependability issues in such
systems. Dependability analysis came as a response to new challenges in the evaluation of
contemporary complex systems, which should be considered as systems of people – with their
needs and behaviours –interacting with technical communication channels (such as mobile
activities, iCloud, Internet of Everything) and online applications, often operating in hostile
environments. The diversity of topics covered, illustrates the variety of methods used in this
area, often with the help of the latest results in artificial and computational intelligence.

This book constitutes the proceedings of the 20th International Conference on
Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering, FASE 2017, which took place in
Uppsala, Sweden in April 2017, held as Part of the European Joint Conferences on
Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2017. The 23 papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 91 submissions. They were organized in
topical sections named: learning and inference; test selection; program and system
analysis; graph modeling and transformation; model transformations; configuration and
synthesis; and software product lines.
These proceedings present the results of the Eleventh International Conference on
Dependability and Complex Systems DepCoS-RELCOMEX which took place in a
picturesque Brunów Palace in Poland from 27th June to 1st July, 2016. DepCoSRELCOMEX is a series of international conferences organized annually by Department
of Computer Engineering of Wroc?aw University of Science and Technology since
2006. The roots of the series go as far back as to the seventies of the previous century
– the first RELCOMEX conference took place in 1977 – and now its main aim is to
promote a multi-disciplinary approach to dependability problems in theory and
engineering practice of complex systems. Complex systems, nowadays most often
computer-based and distributed, are built upon a variety of technical, information,
software and human resources. The challenges in their design, analysis and
maintenance not only originate from the involved technical and organizational
structures but also from the complexity of the information processes that must be
efficiently executed in a diverse, often hostile operational environment. Traditional
methods of reliability evaluation focused only on technical resources are usually
insufficient in this context and more innovative, multidisciplinary methods of
dependability analysis must be applied. The diversity of the topics which need to be
considered is well illustrated by the selection of the submissions in these proceedings
with their subjects ranging from mathematical models and design methodologies
through software engineering and data security issues up to practical problems in
technical, e.g. transportation, systems.
Advanced train control systems (ATCS) play an important role in improving the
efficiency and safety of train operation, acting as their 'brains and nerves'. This volume
gathers selected papers from Comprail, which is the most successful series of
conferences in the areas of railways and other transit systems.
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Energy policy promoting sustainable development is transforming global energy
markets. Solar power, the most abundant of all renewable resources, is crucial to
greater achieving energy security and sustainability. This new edition of Solar Energy
Engineering: Processes and Systems from Prof. Soteris Kalogirou, a renowned expert
with over thirty years of experience in renewable energy systems and applications,
includes revised and updated chapters on all areas of solar energy engineering from
the fundamentals to the highest level of current research. The book includes high
interest topics such as solar collectors, solar water heating, solar space heating and
cooling, industrial process heat, solar desalination, photovoltaic technology, solar
thermal power systems, modeling of solar energy systems and includes a new chapter
on wind energy systems. As solar energy’s vast potential environmental and
socioeconomic benefits are broadly recognized, the second edition of Solar Energy
Engineering: Processes and Systems will provide professionals and students with a
resource on the basic principles and applications of solar energy systems and
processes and can be used as a reference guide to practicing engineers who want to
understand how solar systems operate and how to design the systems. Written by one
of the world’s most renowned experts in solar energy with over thirty years of
experience in renewable and particularly solar energy applications Provides updated
chapters including new sections detailing solar collectors, uncertainties in solar collector
performance testing, building-integrated photovoltaics (BIPV), thermosiphonic systems
performance prediction and solar updraft tower systems Includes a new chapter on
wind energy systems Packed with reference tables and schematic diagrams for the
most commonly used systems
Explores the breadth and versatility of Human Systems Engineering (HSE) practices
and illustrates its value in system development A Framework of Human Systems
Engineering: Applications and Case Studies offers a guide to identifying and improving
methods to integrate human concerns into the conceptualization and design of
systems. With contributions from a panel of noted experts on the topic, the book
presents a series of Human Systems Engineering (HSE) applications on a wide range
of topics: interface design, training requirements, personnel capabilities and limitations,
and human task allocation. Each of the book's chapters present a case study of the
application of HSE from different dimensions of socio-technical systems. The examples
are organized using a socio-technical system framework to reference the applications
across multiple system types and domains. These case studies are based in real-world
examples and highlight the value of applying HSE to the broader engineering
community. This important book: Includes a proven framework with case studies to
different dimensions of practice, including domain, system type, and system maturity
Contains the needed tools and methods in order to integrate human concerns within
systems Encourages the use of Human Systems Engineering throughout the design
process Provides examples that cross traditional system engineering sectors and
identifies a diverse set of human engineering practices Written for systems engineers,
human factors engineers, and HSI practitioners, A Framework of Human Systems
Engineering: Applications and Case Studies provides the information needed for the
better integration of human and systems and early resolution of issues based on human
constraints and limitations.
This book constitutes invited papers from the First International Workshop on Frontiers
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in Software Engineering Education, FISEE 2019, which took place during November
11-13, 2019, at the Château de Villebrumier, France. The 25 papers included in this
volume were considerably enhanced after the conference and during two different peerreview phases. The contributions cover a wide range of problems in teaching software
engineering and are organized in the following sections: Course experience; lessons
learnt; curriculum and course design; competitions and workshops; empirical studies,
tools and automation; globalization of education; and learning by doing. The final part
"TOOLS Workshop: Artificial and Natural Tools (ANT)" contains submissions presented
at a different, but related, workshop run at Innopolis University (Russia) in the context of
the TOOLS 2019 conference. FISEE 2019 is part of a series of scientific events held at
the new LASER center in Villebrumier near Montauban and Toulouse, France.
This volume comprises select papers presented during TRANSOILCOLD 2019. It
covers the challenges and problems faced by engineers, designers, contractors, and
infrastructure owners during planning and building of transport infrastructure in Arctic
and cold regions. The contents of this book will be of use to researchers and
professional engineers alike.

Formal methods for development of computer systems have been extensively
studied over the years. A range of semantic theories, speci?cation languages,
design techniques, and veri?cation methods and tools have been developed and
applied to the construction of programs used in critical applications. The chlenge now is to scale up formal methods and integrate them into engineering velopment processes for the correct and e?cient construction and maintenance
of computer systems in general. This requires us to improve the state of the art
on approaches and techniques for integration of formal methods into industrial
engineering practice, including new and emerging practice. The now longestablished series of International Conferences on Formal - gineering Methods
brings together those interested in the application of formal engineering methods
to computer systems. Researchers and practitioners, from industry, academia,
and government, are encouraged to attend and to help - vance the state of the
art. This volume contains the papers presented at ICFEM 2009, the 11th
International Conference on Formal Engineering Methods, held during December
9–11, in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Following on from 2005's Rail Human Factors: Supporting the Integrated
Railway, this book brings together an even broader range of academics and
practitioners from around the world to share their expertise and experience on rail
human factors. The content is both comprehensive and cutting-edge, featuring
more than 55 chapters addressing the following topics: ¢ Passengers and public
¢ Driver performance and workload ¢ Driving and cognition ¢ Train cab and
interfaces: simulation and design ¢ Routes, signage, signals and drivability ¢
Signalling and control of the railway ¢ Planning for the railway ¢ Engineering
work and maintenance ¢ Level crossings ¢ Accidents and safety ¢ Human error
and human reliability ¢ SPADs: signals passed at danger ¢ Human factors
integration and standards ¢ Impairments to performance ¢ Staff competencies
and training. People and Rail Systems: Human Factors at the Heart of the
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Railway will be invaluable for all those concerned with making railways safer,
more reliable, of higher quality and more efficient. It will be essential reading for
policy-makers, researchers and industry around the world.
This book includes papers presented at the Second International Conference on
Electronic Engineering and Renewable Energy (ICEERE 2020), which focus on
the application of artificial intelligence techniques, emerging technology and the
Internet of things in electrical and renewable energy systems, including hybrid
systems, micro-grids, networking, smart health applications, smart grid,
mechatronics and electric vehicles. It particularly focuses on new renewable
energy technologies for agricultural and rural areas to promote the development
of the Euro-Mediterranean region. Given its scope, the book is of interest to
graduate students, researchers and practicing engineers working in the fields of
electronic engineering and renewable energy.
Contains the proceedings of the Michigan Engineering Society.
This book presents selected peer reviewed papers from the International
Conference on Advanced Production and Industrial Engineering (ICAPIE 2019).
It covers a wide range of topics and latest research in mechanical systems
engineering, materials engineering, micro-machining, renewable energy,
industrial and production engineering, and additive manufacturing. Given the
range of topics discussed, this book will be useful for students and researchers
primarily working in mechanical and industrial engineering, and energy
technologies.
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